Pricing fees may be less for next fall

By Rich Davis
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Substantially lower parking decal prices for next year were recommended at the Traffic and Parking advisory Committee meeting Tuesday.

The committee voted to recommend to Chancellor Thomas L. Weatherford a price reduction from $65 to $50 for blue decals, $30 to $20 for red decals, and $15 to $10 for silver.

The committee is still making recommendations for parking and traffic regulations.

Last week the committee voted down a more drastic lowering of the decal fees. A subcommittee of the parent committee had recommended a compromise fee schedule of $35 for blue, $15 for red and $5 for silver.

After Tuesday’s meeting, Committee Chairman Melvin Brooks, associate professor of sociology, indicated the committee could reconsider the decal prices and said Tuesday’s action was not final.

All committee recommendations will eventually go to Laver for his approval.

Edward H. Hammond, assistant dean for student relations, called the recommended fees “more equitable.” He said he did not fear that charging the present higher fees for those same people may not be here when parking improvements are finally made.

There is presently $1 million in the SU parking fund, raised through decal sales and other parking payments. William Hart, campus architect, said that with the lower fees the University could still afford to push the parking fund into a bond issue for parking improvements in about three years.

The next meeting of the committee is tentatively set for May 4.

29 student government posts open

By Chuck Hutchcraft
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

There are 29 student government posts—two executive positions and 27 senatorial seats—to be filled in the campus elections April 28.

Six student body presidential candidates and three candidates for student body vice president have submitted their names to the student government elections commission.

Thirteen-eighths of a percent have petitioned to run for the senatorial positions.

George Camille, presidential candidate, and James H. Winburn, vice presidential candidate, are running under the Action Party.

Dave Rite is a candidate for vice president on the Apalachi Party ticket. Tim Phillips is an independent candidate for president.

Bob Prince, candidate for student body president, and Greg Papo, candidate for student body vice president, are running under the Majority and Students Party.

Tom Westcott is also an independent candidate for student body president.

Dorothy Butler and Gene Sinclair are presidential and vice presidential candidates, respectively, running under the General Student Involvement (GSI) ticket.

Twenty-six of the senatorial candidates are affiliated with Action Party. GSI and Majority and Students Party candidates tie for second place with 20 senators.

Spring splash

These young people were enjoying the 80 degree April weather in the lawn in front of Martin Library. Their swimming suit was cut from a pair of clothing that were washed and are shopping for the summer. (Photo by John Lamparski)

Layer will send letter to students

SU Chancellor Robert G. Layer will send a letter to all students Thursday describing the state of the campus and community this spring, according to John C. Anderson, assistant to the chancellor.

Anderson said he hopes the letters will be released by Friday. The contents of the letter were not released.

The decision to send the letter was made before the incidents last weekend, Anderson said. He added Layer revised the letter earlier this week.

Anderson said that Layer wanted to personally communicate with all students and inform them of the state of the campus and the community this spring.

Layer said that information about the “Interim Policy on Demonstrations” will also be included with the letter.

Similar material, Anderson said, may be sent to all faculty and staff soon, although there were no definite plans for distributing it.

Anderson added that if students do not receive copies of the letter by Friday they can be found at the Information and Media Office.

Karnes, Vineyard on council

Neal Eckert wins

By Steve Brown
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Neal Eckert posted a slim 98 vote victory over Hans J. Fischer in the Carbondale mayoral election Tuesday.

George Karnes and Clark Vineyard captured the two city council seats over former Carbondale mayor D. Blaney Miller and A.T. Ramsey.

Eckert polled 2,182 votes to Fischer’s 2,106 votes. Karnes received 2,216 votes, while Vineyard collected 2,124. Miller and Ramsey received 1,396 and 1,413 votes respectively.

Eckert’s victory represented a come from behind effort after his opponent received more than 500 votes in the Carbondale primary on February 28.

Eckert said that he was “overwhelmed” by the victory.

“After being so far behind in the primary I was really happy,” Eckert said. He added that he hopes he can prove worthy of the position given to him by his supporters.

Fischer, who will continue to serve out the remaining two years on the city council said that he would continue to work with Eckert “to bring the community closer together.”

Fischer said he wasn’t surprised at the results.

Campaign statements deadline is extended

The Daily Egyptian will publish campaign statements by candidates for student government offices in the April 28 election.

The deadline for submitting statements has been extended to 5 p.m. Thursday, April 23. Candidates are invited to submit their statements under the following rules.

1. Statements must be typed, written in 60 space lines.
2. Statements by candidates for student body president may not exceed 50 lines, those for vice president 30 lines and those for student senator 16 lines.
3. The Daily Egyptian reserves the right to edit the statements for length requirements and standards of good taste.
4. Statements not meeting these requirements will not be published.
5. Candidates for president and vice president may submit photographs to be used with their statements of maps of acceptable appointments to be made by Daily Egyptian photographers.
6. Deadline for making photo appointments is noon Wednesday, April 21.
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Layer will send letter to students

SU Chancellor Robert G. Layer will send a letter to all students Thursday describing the state of the campus and community this spring, according to John C. Anderson, assistant to the chancellor.

Anderson said he hopes the letters will be released by Friday. The contents of the letter were not released.

The decision to send the letter was made before the incidents last weekend, Anderson said. He added Layer revised the letter earlier this week.

Anderson said that Layer wanted to personally communicate with all students and inform them of the state of the campus and the community this spring.

Layer said that information about the “Interim Policy on Demonstrations” will also be included with the letter.

Similar material, Anderson said, may be sent to all faculty and staff soon, although there were no definite plans for distributing it.

Anderson added that if students do not receive copies of the letter by Friday they can be found at the Information and Media Office.
New unit to resolve social evils
By University News Services

The planning has accelerated for a new experimental college concerned with services and development at SIU following concept approval by the Illinois Board of Higher Education, which expects a proposal to be submitted by April 15.

Provisional title of the new unit, which would try to organize today's social challenges, is College of Humane and Social Development.

Four SIU units committed to the program, according to the Rehabilitation Institute, Black American Studies, Community Development, and Design, are assuming leadership in the planning and development of the college. A provisional college organization has been established and a governing council set up that includes directors of the four units, Loy Remaglia, director of the Rehabilitation Institute; and Derrick Jenkins, coordinator of the new college and development program and Robert Child of Community Development is associate coordinator for the college; Dr. Charles Remaglia remains as director of the planning staff, principally concerned with drafting the college proposal.

Government council members include: John H. Withrow, director of Community Development; John Blackwood, director of Rehabilitation Institute; D. W. Mahaffey, director of Black American Studies, and four students, Michael Patrick of Community Development, Lynne Gaynor, director of Design, Shirley Clark of Rehabilitation and Ellis May of Black American Studies. Coordinator Remaglia also is on the council.

Nurturing council members are Joe Eades of the Department of Sociology, Martin Zachary of Child and Family Services, Charles Manteau of the Center for Study of Crime, Delinquency, and Corrections and Laverne Taylor, Department of Sociology.

Three short-range task forces set out as follows: (1) looking at the existing configuration of the college, (2) looking at services, programs and courses that could begin in September, and (3) looking at types of facilities for the college. All three groups will terminate May 14.

Long-range programs that plan for needs as far away as 30 years are also being initiated. Thirty persons met April 9-10 in a workshop at SIU's Little Grainy Lake to learn about the Key Factor Analysis system, used in future planning.

Reading group elects president

By University News Services

Daniel T. Fishko, associate professor of elementary education, has been elected president-elect of the College Reading Association.

Mr. Fishko, a resident of Herrin, is also a member of the Illinois Reading Association. He has been an instructor at SIU's Center for Continuing Education and at Southern Illinois University. He is a member of the Illinois Reading Association and the American Reading Association.

Mr. Fishko is the first SIU faculty person to be elected president of the College Reading Association.

He was elected president-elect in the 14-year history of the association, which has 300 members nationwide. He will become president in 1972.

Plenty activities set today

Counseling and Testing Center: Assessment and psychology testing, 1-5 p.m., Morris Library Auditorium.

Kriean Divisio nal Meeting and Dinner 1-7 p.m., University Center Ballrooms B and C.

Emergency Recreation 4:30-7 p.m., Pullman weight room; 5-7 p.m., Pullman gym; 9-11 p.m., Pullman pool.

Counselling Intervention Service (Kap) Halls 1-5 p.m., Kaps for help, information and service for people in association crisis or for those who want to talk, phone 457-2966.

Vocational or Educational Counseling for Students, 9-10 a.m., Washington.

Women's Retetation Association, 4-6 p.m., north tennis courts.

Student Christian Foundation: The Black Experience, moderator Ellis May of B.S.U. social science and political objectives can be discussed. noon, 910 S. Illinois. Campus Crusade For Christ, meeting, 8 p.m. Student Christian Foundation, 910 S. Illinois.

Circle K meeting, 8-10 p.m. Agriculture Seminar Room.

Bella Alpha Pi meeting, 7-10 p.m. Communications lounge Zero Population Growth. meeting.

April Special at

Spudnuts

Glazed Donuts

2 for $1.54

Campus Shopping Center

349-2835

COLD TURKEY

DICK VAN DYKE DORE TURKEY

THE MCKENZIE BREAK

EYPTIAN DNVE IN THEATRE

THE BATTLE OF THE BUTT!

THE CHALLENGE:

Every man, woman, and child to quit smoking for 30 days... for your country, for your honor, for $25,000,000.

Return to Natty B. Man Through Art and Craft, 3 p.m., Fire School Honor, "Graphic Workshop," 7 p.m. Barracks "F." Soccer Club, practice, 4:30-5 p.m., soccer field.

Carbondale Federation of Teachers meeting, 8 p.m., Lawson 101.

M. Regina Pi meeting, 7 p.m., Agriculture 103.

S helicoptering meeting, 7:30 p.m., Lawson 22.

Activity Day children ages 6-14, Altona Day Care School, 3 to 5 p.m., sponsored by the Ives of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. Delta Beta Chapter.

LONVEST GIVING O-WAY HIT! Lorraine Hensberry's TO BE YOUNG, GIFTED & BLACK ROBERT NEIGHTON, GENIUS TRANTS... "AN EXTRAORDINARY ACHIEVEMENT! It is a worthy of probing, celebrating, hoping, laughing, despairing and morn... a burst of sport" so bravely and tenderly alive. "MAGNIFICENTLY AMUSING-SUPERB." "A TRIP"! "WONDERFULLY MOVING." "MARVELOUS!" BEAUTIFUL THEATER! "A MILESTONE!" "YOU MUST SEE IT!"

LEADER COMMUNITY

Leaun Park Village Mall
Near Grand and West
Phone 549 5637
HELD OVER FOR ANOTHER BIG WEEK

Weekday Showings
Sat. Sun. Showings at
6:30 and 9:00
1 1:30 4:00 6:30 9:10

LEADER COMMUNITY

"A RAMBUNCTIOUS TRUMPF! THE 70's FISTY GREAT EPIC! "Little Big Man" is the new western to laugh at women!"

"DUSTIN HOFFMAN IS A MARVEL! Film of the moment and hit of the summer!"

"ONE OF THE YEAR'S 10 BEST!"
Ginger 'Man' play is scheduled

The Japanese Kabuki Dancers will be the Convocation's attraction at 1 p.m. Thursday in the Arena. The Wakashu Kabuki Dance Company consists of seven male Japanese dancers offering a program of classical Kabuki, Noh and folk dances, in full costume and make-up, with accompaniment by Japanese instruments, songs and chants. Kabuki was made possible in part through a grant from the Illinois Arts Council, an agency of the state. (University News Services photo)

Kobuki dancers

'Ginger Man' play is scheduled

A Readers Theater production of The Ginger Man, employing multi-media effects, will be given during the last two weekends in April.

The Caliper Stage performances, sponsored by the Department of Speech, will use home filmed slides and music to heighten the comic-absurd aspects of the cuttings from The Ginger Man.

H. Duhaire wrote the novel, which was banned from the U.S. for several years because of its explicit love scenes and earthy language. Special permission has been granted from the author for the production, which is directed by Robert Fish, assistant professor of speech.

"The Ginger Man," as the adventure of an amoral and amorous rogue who throws off the restraints of society's values. The novel is black humor as the protagonist, told in a lighter vein, serves comically as a weapon against those who want him to shape up and be a member of the straight society.

Two readers will act as Dangerfield, keeping with the stream of
Weaving exhibit goes to capital

By University News Service

An exhibit of weaving from SIU's School of Art will be held through May 15 at the Pearce Home Gallery in Springfield at Ill. 547. 6th St., according to Ruth Ginsberg, head of the weaving program.

Miss Ginsberg, a graduate of Illinois State University and a former student, each will display two or three pieces of work.

An added attraction at the exhibit will be a demonstration of pottery-making by Tim Mather of Illinois State University and a showing of woodcutting by Robert Shultz from the University of Wisconsin.

The SIU exhibit will include traditional weaving, fiber construction, sculptural rogue designs done in macrame, lace techniques, and weaving with mixed media, paper and plastic. Miss Ginsberg said.

Contributing members of the exhibit are Janice O'Hall, formerly of Illinois State, now an instructor of the School of Art at Northern Illinois University, and Dr. Roberti of a student who had been responsible for the weaving program.

Tax withholding can be waived

Student workers who may be exempt from federal income tax withholding on their wages this year should notify their employers, according to Jay G. Philpott, director of Internal Revenue for Central and Southern Illinois.

Working students who qualify under the tax law for exemption from withholding should fill in and submit a Withholding Exemption Certificate (Form W-4E) to their employer before May 1. Philpott said. Exemption certificates filed for 1978 expire April 30.

Students who did not owe any tax last year and expect to owe none in the current year should certify. Philpott said. This would eliminate the need to file a tax return next year unless there has been tax withholding and the student wishes to recover it.

"A very funny, very intelligent, very affecting movie!"

"A mad, mad movie, devastatingly funny, and comically devastating!"

Our idea is so old it's back in style...

Living together to help and understand one another...

...it should have never gone out...

PHI KAPPA TAU

VISIT US TONIGHT

from 8 pm

108 GROUP HOUSING

453-5786
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What is SIU's motive for adding languages?

To the Daily Egyptian:
The biggest story on campus in recent months has probably been the financial crisis that SIU is facing. The Board of Higher Education was the first to cut to the budget, then the governor cut it further. According to news stories, this financial crisis will mean the cutting of tuition and not rehiring over 100 faculty, mostly young instructors. In addition, many graduate and undergraduate programs will be cut. We shall have fewer teachers and larger classes. The rationale for this budgeting move, we are told, is that the University will produce more credit hours per man. This certainly is a blow to education, but perhaps financially a blow to SIU.

In terms of this financial crisis, I was astonished to learn that SIU will soon begin to teach Cambodian and Lao. This is based on the interest in the Vietnamese courses, these courses should have an enrollment of perhaps three or four students.

How can the University justify laying off instructors who teach thousands of students in order to increase credit production hours and then introduce Cambodian and Lao, which will hardly produce any credit hours?

In addition, why this sudden interest in Cambodian and Lao, when there seems to be no interest in teaching any Indian language or Japanese or Arabic, etc.? It seems to me that this may be a politically motivated decision, which ignores the interests of students and faculty. Last year, Prof. 1 Milton Sacks, of the Vietnamese Center, brought two professional lobbyists for the Cambodian military dictatorship to SIU. As the United States moves from Vietnam to Cambodia to Laos, so does SIU.

In terms of its policy, there should be many service contracts (policing, technical assistance, reconstruction) in Cambodia and Laos, as well as in Vietnam. Is this SIU's motive?

In any case, I can see no educational motive for teaching and sacrificing faculty and staff because of a financial crisis and, at the same time, offering Cambodian, Lao and Vietnamese.

Lyn Laczynski
Junior
Zoology

Glass-bottle islands make good substitutes

To the Daily Egyptian:
I'm as glad the Pentagon might construct a $50 million system of artificial islands as new gunnery targets for the Navy.

Laid has recirculated objections to the project by 76 residents of Culebra Island off Puerto Rico. They objected to the Navy's letting ships off these islands and to the damage that will be caused to the waters.

The objection paid off: Laird generously said the Navy could cease blowing explosive shells at the island by the end of the year. His alternative is either another island or artificial ones.

I think a semantic option would be the use of discarded glass bottles. The Navy could shoot at these resulting in the following benefits:

1. Economy: The $50 million could be used to build more explosive shells.
2. Accuracy: Few natives would dare jump with one that could blast a non-returnable Pepsi bottle out of the water.
3. Future defense: Yes, we should not discount the possibility that aliens may fly around in vessels of large mayonnaise jars.
4. Art: Beautiful multicolored glass reeds would be constructed.

I should not be so sarcastic. The United States has progressed in the last few decades. They might have spent a couple thousand dollars and had the 76 Culebrans put on a reservation.

Check out the article in the Southern Illinoisan, April 13, 1971.

The first line reads: The Navy has a problem. Merely substitute is for has and continue.

A copy of this proposal was sent to Laird.

Terry Lane Stocker
Graduate Student
Anthropology

Math professor asks about Fuller's ideas

To the Daily Egyptian:
In a recent report (Daily Egyptian, April 7: two of your staff writers attribute to Prof. "Bucky" Fuller a remark to the effect that the triangle and tetrahedron provide a "beautiful, rationally based geometry", and remove the need for the obsolete mathematics and irrational numbers now used.

Almost: Prof. Fuller has said that the conventional triangle is a "beautiful form and one of the most of form of any possible" and that he intended the tetrahedron to be the most beautiful of all, in his attempt to point out a possible inconsistency in the "ism" given as his remark. Using rationally obtained formulas which are not easily discernible but rather well known, even to him, Prof. Fuller would have to conclude that the number of square units of area this ideal triangle encloses is one fourth the square root of three, an irrational number.

C. E. Legzdaps
Professor
Mathematics
But little action taken

Legislators consider jury changes

Editor’s Note: This is the second of three articles in the nation’s county grand jury series. By Frank Mackeber
Casper News Service

For years, especially in the last decade of rising crime, terrorist bombings, arson and anti-American demonstrations, the county grand juries have made changes in the county grand jury makeup and procedures as a result of their findings. They have not ignored critics who say grand jury memberships often don’t represent a cross section of a community, nor have most state laws governing juries been out of date.

The legislatures simply haven’t done much about it. Recently a panel of Los Angeles Superior Court judges, saddled with more court work than they can handle, drafted a detailed report on how the trial system should be streamlined and changed to keep pace with the growth of both civil and criminal cases.

One recommendation called for the creation of two county grand juries, one to handle criminal cases, the other to serve the function of a watchdog over local government. The justices contended (1) there is too much work for a single grand jury to handle all of it competently and (2) there usually is no connection between the criminal prosecution and watchdog roles of the juries.

Cones of the recommendations sent to California state legislators last were not successful in this session due to an attack by the trial bar on the idea of splitting the bench into two sections.

Patricia Mar, clerk of the California First District Court of Appeals, San Francisco, writing in the Editorial, 1971 issue of the Pacific Law Journal, raises some of the critical questions surrounding the grand jury system:

“Each year 1,100 persons are chosen in California to sit on grand juries in each county,” she points out. “They inspect judge over county records, investigate the conduct of public officials and make recommendations ranging from the adequacy of the courthouse ventilating system to the relevancy of the school curriculum.”

These same people, Miss Mar continues, recommend criminal prosecutions against “innocent citizens” through the return of grand jury indictments.

“This dual function,” she contends, “raises the issue of whether a grand jury that is handicapped with complex civil investigation in mind also can be the representative grand jury to which the defendant on a criminal proceeding is entitled under the Constitution.”

In 1947, the late Supreme Court Justice Frank Murphy held in a dissenting opinion that “Under our Constitution the grand jury is not to be the representative of the most intelligent, the most wealthy or the most successful, nor of the least intelligent, the least wealthy or the least successful.”

It is a democratic institution, representative of all qualified classes of people.

The critics agree that this is the intent of the law but complain it doesn’t always work out that way.

Since 1980 the California legislature has considered a dozen bills to reform the county grand jury system, with special emphasis on the proposed two-jury proposal and a formula to make jury membership more representative of a community cross section.

Nothing has happened.

Miss Mar recalls that the Assembly Judiciary Committee decided to kill to establish separate civil and criminal grand juries in each California county.

It was voted down because the measure received more opposition than support in committee.

Enacted in the California Assembly adopted a resolution to study the county grand jury system to determine whether it needs reform and whether a cross section of a community is represented on the typical jury.

The Assembly Criminal Procedures Committee recommended a study of grand jury members regarding the fee paid to jurors on how much is paid and the Assembly Governmental Efficiency and Economy Committee was asked to hold hearings on the matter.

Nothing has changed since 1947.

Should U.S. be second-class?

A professor of international relations, who bears a striking resemblance to the East European expert courses in a foreign-service school in key U.S. embassies within the Communist bloc, has been thinking some un-thought of things.

At the University of Colorado’s World Affairs Conference, held in Boulder last week, a number of foreign experts were called upon to help provide a sense of direction in the world, as well as the Central Intelligence Agency, and end unilateral foreign aid—perhaps channeling such assistance as we may offer through the United Nations.

As Prof. Neal anticipated this could be promptly branded isolationist. In one of these mirror-image developments in American political rhetoric, “isolationist” has become the favorite epithet of the superpowers who use it as a holy writ George Washington was right in engaging foreign alliances.

The extraordinary simplistic view of power politics contends that all that matters is who wins and who loses and that it is to the benefit of everyone to cooperate and, by so doing, lower costs. If we’re going to be involved in the world, says some, we cannot be an isolated nation, as we have been in the past. We must do everything to strengthen our ability to win.

It is, in short, the line of reasoning that bridges the gap between the complicated economic and technological issues involved in the SST, and the elementary moral questions raised by Lt. William Calley’s actions at My Lai. It requires that we build an unassailable possibility of beauty and some new way to increase our power so we can be sure we are the first one in the world, and that we can do any act that may be taken against those who impede our operations abroad, if only by getting in the way of our foreign friends.

I do not believe that a large percentage of Americans who see the world view in ultimate ap-
You can afford it while you're still young enough to enjoy it.

Having the want is one thing. Having the wherewithal is another. The trouble with being young is that all too often you have the one without the other.

But the 1971 MG Midget is something else again. Here is a true sports car for under $2500— the lowest price you can pay for the real thing. In this case the real thing includes a race-winning 1275 c.c. engine, Racing-type rack-and-pinion steering (2.3 turns lock to lock!) for crisp driving. Heavy-duty suspension for superb road-hugging. Disc brakes up front for straight-line non-fade stops. Twin reclining bucket seats. And full sports car instrumentation with an electric tach.

Which only goes to show that, even though MG has been engineering sports cars for over 40 years, there's no generation gap. For the name of your nearest Austin-MG dealer and information about overseas delivery, dial (800) 631-1871 except in New Jersey where the number is (800) 962-2803. Calls are toll-free, of course.

*Manufacturer's suggested retail price. Does not include transportation charges, dealer preparation, state and local taxes, if any. British Leyland Motors Inc., Lakewood, N.J. 07750.
SIU job program finds jobs, advises parolees

By University News Service

Parole boards, when deciding whether to release a prisoner, must ask the question: "Do you have a job to go to?" Often the answer is no because of the numerous obstacles to making contact with prospective employers from behind bars.

An alternative to this dilemma is seen in a program begun last December by SIU's Employment Training Center at Oakl. To date, seven inmates from the Illinois State Prison at Vandalia and two from the Security Hospital at Chester have been released to participate in ETC's new program of counseling, testing and job placement.

Finding jobs for the men is not the only consideration, however. Dr. David E. Marshall, assistant coordinator of the Center, which is an arm of the SIU Rehabilitation Institute, said that it is searching for ways to reduce the rate at which parolees commit repeat offenses and are returned to prison. Nationally, the failure rate is more than six out of ten.

Because reintegration into the responsibilities of freedom can be a frightening experience, men coming out of the sheltered and regimented prison environment, the Center programs strong emphasis on helping the parolees work out personal and social problems as well as counseling them on their vocational choices.

With financial support from the Illinois Department of Vocational Rehabilitation, the program was begun in an ETC dormitory in Carbondale. "The men have no home, no family, no community to go back to," he said. "These men are treated as individuals. The counselors must be highly innovative because of the diversity of types. We are never the same agency in any two individuals," Marshall said.

Program counselor Lyn Redick said the Center staff regards the program as a bridge between the two extremes of no parole or parole without follow-up supportive services which leaves the former to make largely on his own. Even after the man has worked or is enrolled in vocational or academic programs, the Center staff will continue to be available to them for consultation if they should encounter difficulties.

Marshall said it is hoped the program will help the parole due during his days in prison and that it will depend largely on how parolees accept the service that was framed to admit the program has not been perfect; and yet the program has been returned to prison for parole violation.

SIU volunteers aid families at county planning center

By Sue Ball

Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Who minds the store while the staff of the Jackson County Family Planning Center is out telling the local people about the services the center offers?

A lot of them are SIU student volunteers and, according to Barbara Dabb, director of the center, they are quite a help. "We just can't function now without the volunteers," she said.

The center has been in operation for little over a year. As many and as more people have come to know about the center, its staff has become increasingly busy and has had to spend much of its time away from the main family planning office.

Mrs. Dabb said the center receives visits from the county's family planning director, a part-time staff nurse and a part-time receptionist but that this staff could not possibly handle the volume of calls and questions that come to the center for help.

The center has served about 2,200 persons in some capacity since it began, she said. The center's manager has been spread evenly between her and the student volunteers from the center.

The volunteers perform various functions including telephone and receptionist duties, transportation for patients to doctor offices and some interviewing to provide the basis for later medical referrals, Mrs. Dabb said.

Both student and area resident volunteers must complete a training program which familiarizes them with family planning services, policies and handling of referrals to either Mrs. Dabb or the staff nurse.

She said there have been about 20 volunteers at the Center with a few of these on a steady basis.

Some volunteers come to the Center in cooperation with course work in health education. This may be on a graduate or undergraduate level, Mrs. Dabb said.

Following the training program and experience at the Center, Mrs. Dabb said volunteers are given increasing responsibilities in providing the service.

She said she hopes volunteers can take over more of the responsibility for the work of identifying the problem of patients in that proper referrals can be made.
In fact,” Pulley said, “the money was passed to tear it down entirely.”

Members of the advisory committee who suggested possible solutions for a memorial were Audrey J. Holmes, executive secretary of the Illinois Teachers’ Retirement Systems; Dr. Albert J. Shaffer, superintendent of the A.L. Bowen Children’s Home; Woodrow Barss, professor of English at SIU; and T. W. Abbott, past dean and member of the SIU Foundation Board of Directors.

The advisory committee suggested erecting a grouping of the cast-iron columns that were a part of Old Main, or to build a column similar to an obelisk. But these ideas were not accepted.

Pulley said, “At this time there are no funds available to do anything in the way of erecting a memorial.”

Carl Holsom, campus architect, said an area was left free to build a memorial.

“At the point where the north and south halls of Old Main intersected, a space was left empty, then hacked in,” he said. “The idea is to remove the bricks at some later date and place in that spot a bronze seal of the University.”

“Since these things tend to be expensive,” Holsom said, “so no plans for establishing the monument are in the near future.”

Nearly two years have passed since the burning of Old Main, but still it stands as a monument.

Charles Pulley, University architect, set up the Old Main Ad

visory Committee shortly after the building was destroyed, to decide the fate of the remains and present plans to the Board of Trustees.

“Suggestions were made by the advisory committee, and voted on by the Board of Trustees,” said Pulley. “The committee had hoped to leave part of the foundation stand-
ing, but it was not approved by the Board.”

IC cutback may promote car rides

By David Brubaker
Student Writer

The recent announcement of future Illinois Central Railroad cutbacks may put many more SIU students in cars by the end of the school year, according to a recent survey.

“I’d try to find another way home. I’ll get a ride in a car or something from now on” said Tom Maloney, a sophomore from Chicago. “The trains have never run on time anyway, so they might as well throw away the new schedule. Besides that, the trains are too expensive and the service is poor.”

Kent Anderson, a sophomore from Lockport, also questioned the new schedule. “The trains are bad,” he said. “Who’s going to be taking a train at 6 in the morning, and the 7:30 train will get you home too late.”

The recent IC announcement stated that, beginning May 1, the IC will stop six daily runs between Chicago and Carbondale in their place. Under the new Railpas system, only two daily passenger runs will be made.

A tentative schedule shows the northbound trains leaving Carbondale at 6 a.m. and 7:20 p.m. Southbound trains would leave Chicago at 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.

Also some of the new regularly scheduled stops at Effingham, DuQuoin, Mattoon and Rantoul reportedly are to be dropped.

“This is going to hurt the trains as well as the students,” said Curtis Aun, a freshman from Rantoul. “Because at break or on vacations the trains won’t be able to take care of the load and will lose money.” He also commented that, the dropping of the busmen on one of the stops would make it inconvenient, but the trip by bus would take more hours and go by way of St. Louis. “So forget the bus,” he said.

Patricia Palagi, a freshman from Dupo, and Bob Ryan, a freshman from Chicago, also were dissatisfied with the IC.

Mass Palagi said the train won’t affect her too because she has a ride, but if she were dependent upon the train she would find different transportation. “The train is too expensive,” she said.

Bob Ryan added that he would hitch-hike if he didn’t have a car. He gave as reasons “the train is expensive, the ride is long and boring and the service is not that good.”

Professor claims water best cure for hangover

Dr. Erstalof, a West German professor claims that placing mineral water in the best remedy for a hang-over. Prof. Harri Giatler, formerly of the Max Planck Institute in nearby Darmstadt, said that after a drinking spree, the human kidney must secrete more liquid than usual and when it is flushed, the mineral water replenishes the salt level, the professor said.

ZPG to raise money for additional services

By Michael L. Steine
Student Writer

Zero Population Growth (ZPG) plans to raise money to provide additional student services.

Tom Swartz, membership chairman of ZPG, said the organization may sponsor leggers, participate in Alternative 71 and provide an information service for new and transfer students to SIU.

Swartz said that in the past two quarters ZPG members have talked to residents in most of the on-campus girls’ dormitories. He said ZPG needs both people and material for dormitory talks.

He said more people need to know about birth control and prevent disease information. In 1967, Swartz added, there were 6,900 reported cases of venereal disease in the United States. In 1968, he said, there were 2,500,000 reported cases.

Swartz said the problem of over-population is acute. He said that even though technology may solve some of the world’s problems, it may very well be too late to avert the population crisis. Technology is just buying time, Swartz said.

ZPG meets weekly, according to Swartz. Four people attended the last meeting. Swartz believes the meeting was not publicized enough. He said future meetings will be...
The cast of 'Zorba'

Zorba will be presented through the Celebrity Series by a professional Broadway touring company at 3 and 8 p.m. Saturday in Shynick Auditorium. Among the cast are dancer Deborah St. Den, actor-photographer Patrick Tregellas and Michael Kenney, who plays Zorba. Good seats are still available at the Information Desk in the University Center according to Paul Hines, coordinator of special meetings and speakers. Student ticket prices for the matinees are $2.50 and $4 with nonstudent tickets at $5.50 and $6. Tickets for the evening performance run $1 higher for all seats. Vivian Blaine is another member of the cast, well-known for her performance in Guys and Dolls.

Proposed city budget will abolish position

Carbondale City Manager William Schmidt has announced that because of the city's financial difficulties, the proposed new budget will recommend the abolishment of the position of personnel officer purchasing agent effective May 1.

The position recommended to be abolished is now held by Debrah Saunders. Schmidt termed Saunders' work highly satisfactory. He said that the recommendation was being made only because of the city's financial problems.

Modern Americans bathe in fiberglass tub luxury

NEW YORK AP - One out of every four Americans now take their bath in a fiberglass-reinforced plastic tub, according to Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp.

Washington rally held

Vets protest Vietnam war

WASHINGTON (AP) - Nearly 1,000 fatigue-clad Vietnam veterans demonstrated inside and outside the halls of Congress Tuesday in opposition to the war in Southeast Asia.

After staging a guerrilla theater in which they simulated search-and-destroy tactics near the Old Senate Office Building and on the Capitol steps, the group chanted for 30 minutes: "Bring our brothers home, now."

They chanted with clenched fists or plastic toy rifles held high over their heads.

Some tourists stopped and watched. Others continued on their way, and this prompted one of the demonstrators to shout: "Stop and watch what we're doing. We're bringing the war home."

Between the staging of theater throughout the day, the members of the Vietnam Veterans Against the War, which is conducting a week-long demonstration, visited with their congressmen and attended Senate and House committee hearings.

Several hundred of them jammed into a Senate hearing room and cheered when Sen. George McGovern, D-S.D., and others called for an immediate end to the war.

They gave a standing ovation to McGovern's testimony before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Several shouted, "Right on bro.

McGovern, the only declared presidential candidate for 1972, was cheered when he arrived and when he concluded his testimony in which he accused all American forces in Indochina of war crimes.

"We are all shocked by the bar- barism of Ms. Lai, but do we con- sider the large crime involved in killing several hundred thousand innocent civilians by our massive firepower," McGovern said. "These crimes against humanity are on the scale of those that led us to sentence to death German and Japanese of ficers at the end of World War II."

Leaders of Dewey Canyon III, the name of the week-long demonstra tion, became disturbed when a rumor circulated that President Nixon had said that less than 50 percent of the group actually are veterans. A White House spokesman denied Nixon had made the statement.

The veterans are headquartered on the Hill near the Capitol. A federal appeals court filled part of an injunc tion Monday which allowed them to enter the building and stay overnight provided they didn't set up camps. Most of them did sleep there, however, in bedrolls and makeshift tents.

Reception today for Lawhorn

A reception has been planned to honor Clinton O. Lawhorn, chairman of the Department of Jour nalism at Texas Christian University.

The event will be from 6 to 7 p.m. Wednesday at the Carbondale Holiday Inn.

Lawhorn's book, "Defi nition and Public Officials The Evolving Law of Libel," which deals with freedom of the press, will be available at the reception.

Snowmobile sales zoom

NEW YORK AP - Snowmobiling is one of the fastest growing winter sports in the country. Sales have increased 200 percent in the last eight years, according to Mason Ferguson, Inc.

D.E. Classifieds are watching you.

BONAPARTE'S Retreat

FEATHERTRAIN

25c BEER

FREE ADMISSION TO EVERYONE SHOWING SJU I.D.

Avoid the hassle on the strip

Come around the corner to B.R.'s

Coming Sunday

Dick Biondi
& his Holly Cast

plus

special guest star
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River festival receives $50,000

The Missouri River Festival, Inc. has received a $50,000 grant from the Illinois Arts Council, but the MRF tent has been damaged beyond repair and cannot be used this year, according to Edwardsville campus officials.

The MRF, which is held on the SIU Edwardsville campus, had been in financial trouble. The SIU Board of Trustees voted in February not to give any funds to the festival.

Bill Hudson, director of business services at Edwardsville, said that the tent was damaged by 50 mph winds and heavy snow early in April.

Hudson said the tent had been inspected by University architects and representatives of the company that built it.

Edwardsville Chancellor John S. Rendleman, reported to the Board of Trustees Friday that the tent would require at least $5,000 for repairs. He said that he did not have full estimates of the damage.

Hudson said that some type of covering will be built over the stage, but that the audience would be seated under the stars.

He said that there was not enough time to build another tent for that year's festival, which will begin July 16 and run through August 13.

A spokesman for the Chancellor's office in Edwardsville said that the grant from the council will be supplemented by private donations.

The Missouri Arts Council has also been approached for funds.

The MRF group has recommended that $25,000 be given to the festival, but a final vote will not be taken until May 12.

Rendleman had told the Board that several large private contributions had been received. He added that an organization called the Pyramids was planning private parties to work donations to finance the MRF.

The Women's Association of the St. Louis Symphony Society has announced that it will match the first $25,000 raised by the Pyramids.

The festival has been in financial difficulties almost since its inception three years ago. The Board had appropriated funds for the festival during the 1969 and 1970 seasons.

The MRF and the University recently came under fire by a special legislative subcommittee when it was learned that the University had spent more than $1 million to develop the site of the festival and pay first year expenses.

A bill has been introduced in the Illinois General Assembly to appropriate funds to build a permanent site for the festival on the Edwardsville campus.

Tent damaged

We, the Wall Street Quadrangles, would like to extend an invitation to all SIU students to visit and inquire about our housing facilities.

At this time we would like to announce that we have been accepting applications for the academic year of 1971-72 and that, (FOR THE SECOND YEAR IN A ROW, WE HAVE NOT RAISED OUR RENTAL PRICES.)

For information contact:

WALL STREET QUADRANGLES

1207 S. Wall St.
# 457 - 4123

We believe that with tuition raises and job cuts, the students at SIU have enough problems without being forced to pay arbitrary yearly rent increases. (WHICH THE UNIVERSITY AND OTHER FACILITIES OFF-CAMPUS ARE ONCE AGAIN PUTTING INTO EFFECT.)

We are doing our bit to fight inflation and to minimize your cost of education. If you would like to see our facilities, please stop by, and we will be happy to show you around.

It was a shoe-in

People sometimes are said to vote with their best meaning that they walk not to the polls but away from them. But that kind of voting is obviously not what these Carbondale citizens did as they joined what was expected to be a record turnout Tuesday to elect a mayor and two city councilmen. And something else can be said of Carbondale voters: if these four are representative — they cast their ballots while keeping both ears solemnly on the floor whatever that may mean for the way the election went. (Photos by John Lapinot)
CAIRO, Ill. (AP) — Mayor Albert "Popeye" Thomas was elected to his first full term as mayor of this Southern Illinois community Tuesday, defeating a black challenger and a former mayor running as a write-in candidate.

Candidates endorsed by a white citizens group and endorsed Citizens for Community Action, captured three of the four seats on the city commission. William P. Egan, an opponent on the board, won the fourth seat, reversing an earlier setback for the group in the primary.

Unofficial returns showed Thomas with 2,102 votes to 356 votes for Allonne Farmer, a black endorsed by the United Freedom and 254 votes for former mayor Robert Priddle. Wonders in the commission race were James "Jimmy" Dade, Jr., son of a machine parts manufacturer, with 1,562 votes; Allen Mans, a grocer, with 1,864; James "Jimmy" Walder, owner of a men's clothing store with 1,864, and Egan, with 1,260.

Preston Ewing Sr., father of a United Freedom official, Ed Wade, a black county probation officer, was elected a commissioner, owner of Berthling and Joseph Huffman, an insurance agent, were the three.

The United Front, which boycotted while white merchants for two years demanding more jobs for blacks, said it would vote for Thomas elected because it believes his administration would be more inclusive to the one backed by the UCA.

But the Front stopped short of endorsing Thomas or his slate of commission candidates - Wade and Berthling - because "they are primarily interested in the interest of the white community."

WILLIAMSBURG, Va. (AP) - A Republican-controlled GOP governor's council Tuesday would it be a Republican declares elections within the Vietnam, law and order and the campaign for two newly elected 18-year-old voters.

"If the roads were repaired, they might be a third bus, but as it stands now it will be just one," Carter said.

"One bus will leave at 8 p.m."

Course offered on friendships

Applied friendship, a course offered by Free School, is meeting spring quarter at 1 p.m. each Sun-day in Whalen 212.

The class is directed by Robert Miller, a 20 students were involved in the class last quarter. Miller said the object of the course is to study the development and improvement of human relationships through a constructive, participatory activity. Some of the group's activities included sociometric sessions, discussions and games.

Miller said the course is not given in a way to find a friend, but in a way to study how friends are made. He said the class is open to all.

"The council is open to the public without charge."

Rosen and Jack Wallin, all Action Team Group Housing. Ken Moos, GDI, and William Neil Richardson, Majority and Students.

Baroque music expert to appear

By University News Service.

Specializing in the performance of Baroque music written for the voice of da capo. Frank Belfini will be the featured guest artist when the Illinois String Quartet of UI presents its annual Spring Concert May 4, the School of Music has announced.

Belfini is presently professor of violin and viola and conductor of the University Orchestra at DePauw University at Greencastle, Ohio.

The UI faculty has composed of Richard Strawn, violin; Helen Pusin, violist, James Stenzel, viola and John Carr, cello, will be assisted by Robert Howes, cello, London Brand, string bass, and Dan O'Dell, harpist.

To be presented at 8 p.m. in Mackey Auditorium, the program will consist of "Concertino in D Major for Vio-la d'amore," Strings and "Concertino" by Vivaldi, "Quintet in C Major, K. 475" by Mozart, and "Volklieder Nacht. Op. 102" by Schubert.

The concert is open to the public without charge.

50 TIRE SALE 50 GALLONS FREE GASOLINE

50 GALLONS FREE GASOLINE

Attle Pryor 2 Puts 2 Attle Pryor

Attle Grip Safe-Attle Westward

2 Tires 25 gallons 4 Tires 50 gallons

ED FARRAR'S 502 E. Main

549 - 9161

Attle Pryor 2 Puts 2 Attle Pryor

Attle Grip Safe-Attle Westward

2 Tires 25 gallons 4 Tires 50 gallons

ED FARRAR'S 502 E. Main

549 - 9161

"You'll see. The Falstaff family brews beer better."
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"It's a good beer."

Implication of Railpax explained
By Teresa Rose
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

People still seem to be in shock over the reduction of daily trains between Carbondale and Chicago, which will occur when Railpax service ends Dec. 1. According to Vernon J. Paul, 1st district manager, "Everyone is waiting to see what will happen now."

Railpax is a quasi-government corporation which is to run passenger train services into profits. IC diesels, along with other equipment, are in the shop being rebuilt and repaired by Railpax. Paul said that the service given to Railpax by Congress in 1973 was part of the changed demand.

Supreme Court approves busing, racial balancing

WASHINGTON (AP) — In a sweeping opinion at an educational mandate, the Supreme Court approved unanimously Tuesday the use of busing as a means of achieving "an integrated education." The decision was rendered by Chief Justice Warren E. Burger, writing for the court, and is the first time the court has asserted that the use of busing is a constitutional mandate.

The court ruled that the negative effects of racial segregation in schools are greater than those caused by the use of busing. The decision is likely to have widespread implications for school districts across the nation.

Crowd blockage

A special Student Senate meeting Thursday will discuss student community relations in reference to the current situation of students who have been bused to New York Avenue and who have been picketing the streets.

The only identification appearing in The Quer"s states, "The Quer"s is an eight-page tabloid supporting Horace Fisher for mayor and D. Blane Miller and A. E. Ramsey for City Council. The tabloid is claimed to have circulation of 1,000 Carbondale homes this weekend.

College graduate just doesn't get the warm welcome he used to.

There's a lot of competition in the job market today, and even college degrees don't carry as much weight as they once did.

That's why Honeywell developed their Postgraduate Studies Program. A program designed exclusively for college graduates.

No matter what your college major is, if you graduate this year and you'd like to earn more money, you can enter this program. You can learn more about it by calling (312) 368-0688.

A college graduate just doesn't get the warm welcome he used to.
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Crime on campus

Thefts most frequent

By David Butler

Thefts in the most often reported crime on the Carbondale campus, having increased 19 per cent from January to February. Thefts from motor vehicles, housing, are far below those of a year ago, according to Dan Lane, assistant security officer.

Lane cited four cases of forgery in February as one reason Carbondale merchants are reluctant to accept checks, especially from students.

Lane stated that local merchants are committed by students, who are often recognized by merchants, making arrests more likely. Robbery and armed robbery are reported low in Carbondale's theft category.

It's surprising we don't have more robberies, but this is encouraging because of our added patrols and cars on the streets, Lane said.

According to Lane, most of the thefts under $50 involve persons or wallets taken from offices, classrooms or classrooms. Lane termed the third floor of Morris Library as a "dangerous place to leave a purse or coat."

SHI Readers to present 'adults only' stage play

By University News Service

A stage adaptation of "The Green Man," a novel by T.C. Boyle, will be presented by the SHI Players Theater on Friday and Saturday nights and repeated the following weekend, April 20-21 and May 1.

The story is of an amoral and amorous rogue who throws off society's restraints and values. The novel was banned in the United States for a number of years because of its explicit love scenes and erotic language, and the play is recommended for adults only, according to the director, Robert Paul, SHI assistant professor of drama. Performances will begin at 8 p.m. in the Caliper Stage of SHI's Communications Building. Tickets are $1. Reservations may be made by calling 453-2941.

INTERESTED IN AN OVERSEAS CAREER?

DR. ROBERT GLICK

will be on the campus

MONDAY, APRIL 26

to discuss qualifications for advanced study at

THUNDERBIRD

GRADUATE SCHOOL

and job opportunities in the field of

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Interviews may be scheduled at

THE PLACEMENT OFFICE

GRADUATE SCHOOL

of

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

At the American Management Association

P. O. Box 191

Philadelphia, PA 19105

315 S. Illinois

457-7712
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Clergy feeling pinch of tight job market

PHILADELPHIA (AP) -- The clergy, like other professionals, is feeling the pinch of a tight job market, and a new employment agency has begun specializing in getting priests and ministers jobs as administrators, salesmen and stockbrokers.

The company, called Mainstream, has 10 clients. It says business is brisk. The firm is a division of Marcy Association, a nationwide job counseling organization which originally specializes in executive placements.

In Philadelphia, Mainstream is managed by Jes Taylor, a former Episcopal priest.

"In the last month I've talked to about 40 clergymen, said Taylor of the firm's contacts between 300 and 400 clergymen monthly in each city as New York, Chicago, Dallas and San Francisco. Some of the clergymen have given up their ministry, but others cannot find a place to practice it.

Taylor said he was able to place about 10 of the clergymen in administrative managerial roles, public relations and advertising. He would not give names.

"Usually the story is they're frustrated, religious institutions inhibit their personal freedom. They're Prestonite and Catholic," said Taylor.

"The Catholics often get into finance. Some come from bag-parish work where they had to overcome considerable property, funds and investment. Taylor said.

Freight Salvage Stereo

Fall Price $56.00

Highly recommended "theater" type system, complete with floor model speaker, "N" series, $65.00

Freight Salvage Outlet Store

947-6666

320 W. Monroe

Hersen

TONIGHT

25c beer

Wayne Cochran

315 S. Illinois

457-7712
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Worklights to feature SIU plays

A Worklights production this weekend will feature plays written, directed and performed by SIU students in the Department of Theater.

Celtic Mint, professor in theater, said the plays provide a showcase for playwrights, give directors a chance to work with new scripts and provide opportunities for actors to create new roles.

Audience critiques follow each play, giving all concerned with the production a chance to hear outside comments.

One play, "The Bird," is written by a Yugoslavian playwright, Aleksander Ohevozov. The play has been translated by a graduate student in theater, Dana Drene.

Choral company to sing Friday

A variety of musical selections, representing all styles and periods of choral composition, will be sung by the A Cappella Choir of Golden Valley College at 8 p.m. Friday in the Home Economics auditorium.

Reverence and early Baroque music predominates the opening group of songs presented by the choir "What Can Life Be But a Shadow" by Johann Bach, and "Exultate Deo" (Sing and Praise Jehova) by Palestrina will open the show.

The concert will continue with romantic era selections and 20th Century compositions.

Examples of the Russian symphonic choral school of writing and American songs will also be sung.

The concert will close with the spiritual "I Want Jesus to Walk With Me" and the singing of the Benedic tion.

Admission is free.

Is our image slipping?

Some people may have us wrong. It's possible.

For instance, we Paulins are known as trombones and the spoken word. Books. TV. The plasma world.

But it's not the far-future world in which the Paulins move.

A dusty corner in Utah where Paulins offer material and spiritual relief to migratory workers.

An area known as East Village and a Pastor who understands the meaning of "taking a trip." A News and Center on a power-plug-in campus, and a priest who is not afraid to plug in the car and a mediator.

Being a Pastor isn't easy. Being a Paulin isn't glamorous. It's better.

For your information we Paulins presently splinter by the Book, Theological, C.R., Vamos Division and Paulin Division.

Paulin Thesis

Room 143

418 West 20th Street

New York, N.Y. 10011

Schlitz Malt Liquor.
Our sign is Taurus, the Bull.
Can you handle us?

Tremendous strength, power, reliability, dependable good taste. That's what Taurus is known for. Schlitz Malt Liquor too.

Vigorous, the ruling planet is. Spirituale, the ambrosial bond of fun, and able to inspire friendship in others. Maybe you and the Bull should get together. Maybe you'd hit it off.

Good, maybe.

It depends on your sign. Because Taurus has a powerful mean streak. There's a helluva fire in the Bull.

So to check your sign, try "Any guy you straight if you're the kind of person who can meet Schlitz Malt Liquor head-on.

Nobody makes malt liquor like Schlitz. Nobody.

Metalwork displayed

Art thesis exhibit begins

Myers Walker, a candidate for the master's of fine arts degree, will display his thesis today at Mitchell Gallery in the Home Economics Building.

Walker's thesis, which deals with forged metalwork, contains charcoal drawings of nude. These drawings, Walker said, are works created several years ago.

Many of the objects are either electropolished, photoetched or both. Such items include wine goblets, electropolished silver with photo-etched designs, an urn raised and fabricated and a forged sterling silver salad server.

Forestry article published

By University News Service

Harold A. Stewart, forest products researcher at the Forest Science Laboratory, U.S. Forest Service, on the SIU campus in Carbondale, is the author of an article in the current issue of "Wood Science: scientific quarterly of the Forest Products Research Society.

The articles report on "Chip Formation When Orthogonally Cutting Wood Against the Grain."

The Forest Science Laboratory is a research unit of the North Central Forest Experiment Station with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn. About 30 research foresters and researchers are located at the Forest Service unit at SIU.

SUMMER JOBS

30,000 VACANCIES WORLDWIDE

Country by country listings of how and where to apply for summer jobs everywhere in the world. Directors explain duties, qualifications required, and salaries offered. Inclu des every type of work from chambermaids to selling instructors; you choose the JOB and THE COUNTRY.

Travel, education, and experience opportunities are unlimited to those who apply early. Don't delay! Send $5 to

Summer Jobs P.O. Box 12353 Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33305
University Services to Carbondale

works to improve area conditions

By Carolyn T. Miller Jr.
Daily Egyptian Special Writer

Trying to meet the needs and improve the conditions among disadvantaged people of Carbondale is a big task. The office of University Services to Carbondale (USC), however, has taken this task, and after eight years has seen progress in aiding citizens of Carbondale.

The USC staff includes Jerry Lacey, coordinator; Thomas Browns, administrative assistant; Al Brown, community assistant; Nita McGruder, community service advisor; Isaac Brougham and Ima Valentine, staff assistants.

In conjunction with the help of Carbondale, USC aids in determining needs and helping establish priorities.

Many times institutions get involved in things like this, Lacey said, "and begin to establish priorities, that relate to the assistance instead of the people."

USC also concerns itself with initiating pilot and experimental programs which, after soundly established, are turned over to other agencies. One such program is the experimental training program with the Gamma Manufacturing Co.

"We have an agreement with this company, Lacey said, "that they will employ the people that we train."

"What we did," he said, "was to convert the industry itself into a classroom so that the people who came to us might be taught exactly what they were to do."

Another program initiated by USC is the Work Participant Program, designed to provide positive work experience for northeast Carbondale high school students.

"These are high school students who have had difficulty getting summer jobs and may drop out of school because of this," said Lacey.

The purpose of this program is to provide financial support and to expose these students to a university environment, he explained.

The Modified Recreation Program is another program initiated by the USC office. This program attempts to aid the northeast section with its problems concerning recreation.

"You can see that northeast Carbondale has received the short end of the stick in many areas," Lacey said. "The recreation facilities there are not the best.

"Recreation programs in many areas are not geared toward the black community, but toward the white experience," he said. "The best facilities are not located in the black community and because of poor transportation, many blacks do not participate in recreation programs."

"Our program is geared to provide activities that we and the community feel are relevant."

USC also follows up their work with periodic reviews of programs and analysis of problems and factors prohibiting action and achievement of goals. "We then evaluate the effects of programs as measured by the standards and expectations set in the original proposals," Lacey said.

Lacey emphasized great concern for the future of northeast Carbondale.

"We're not alone in this," he said, "but we are in a group that can work together to help."

Jetliner in trouble

Nixon to propose Lockheed loans

By Bill Noblick
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Nixon administration is preparing to propose government-backed loans to save Lockheed Aircraft Corp., befriend the troubled TriStar pruner project, according to the Treasury Department.

Treasury officials stressed no final decision has been made, indicating it is up to President Nixon to make the formal proposal to Congress.

But Secretary of the Treasury James R. Borch said through a spokesman, "it is becoming increasingly clear that the participants in the Lockheed negotiations cannot proceed with less than a government guarantee."

In such a sensitive area, a commitment that a guarantee is possible is a strong indication that the government is furthering a Government-backed TriStar program got into financial jeopardy when the British automobile company, Rolls-Royce Ltd., collapsed after announcing its failure to meet some major financial obligations for the jet engine for the Lockheed TriStar.

Since Rolls-Royce went into receivership from the United States, Britain, Rolls-Royce and Lockheed have engaged in top-secret negotiations to find a way out. Connelly, who has served as Nixon's personal representative on the talks, told a reporter for The London Sunday Times that he hoped the TriStar could be continued "on a firm and economic basis."

The American government is monitoring what goes on but will not be involved unless it sees a way out of the negotiations, Connelly was quoted as saying. "When the time comes, we will go to Congress and ask for some form of a guarantee to enable us to give the project a longer-term life."

When asked about the report, Treasury officials said Connelly generally was correctly quoted.

A Treasury spokesman said Monday he did not know when the decision on a guarantee would be made, nor how much might be involved, although the figure would be in the millions.

As Treasury made the disclosure, officials of Lockheed addressed an Academy of New York with bankers who might invest the loans. A Treasury spokesman said the next step depends on the results of that session.

Vietnam is major question for Conference on Youth

ESTES PARK, Colo. (AP) - The White House Conference on Youth has become so deeply embroiled in the Vietnam war issue that its task force drafting foreign policy recommendations has decided to put the heated questions before all 1,400 delegates.

Many delegates left the outcome of a recent meeting would determine whether the conference becomes severely fragmented.

We are going to take the pulse of the conference," said James F. Hayes, the adult chairman of the task force and editor of Foreign Affairs magazine. "The overriding interest here is Vietnam.

The foreign policy task force, composed of 1,400 adults and 100 youths from a cross-section of the country, solicited resolutions from other delegates during the day and said they would be placed before all interested delegates at the informal session.

10% OFF ANY OIL CHANGE
YOUR ABORTION IS NO LONGER A SECRET

"If you don't want to have children, why do you have sex?"

- The amount of money spent by the American public on abortions in 1972 was $220 million, according to the National Abortion Alliance (NAA), a non-profit organization.

Are you pregnant and considering abortion?

A woman who receives a legal abortion is more likely to become pregnant again in the future.

May we have a word with you?

1-800-776-8682

(121) 490-3600

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

207 - 209 Smoking Jack St., El Dorado

- This is a free hot line service.

This Weeks' Dandy Deal

BAR - B - QUE
and
French Fries
85c
April 21 - 27

Phillip's
MURDALL SHOPPING CENTER
Open Mon. & Fri. till 9 p.m.
Structural test

Mail-order homes in testing stage

By Edward Noland

Coply News Service

GATHERING, Md. - The United States is approaching the ultimate in mail-order packaging - homes. In the not-so-distant future it will be as easy to order a house by mail and color it as it is to send away for a party dress or an electric drill.

Testing of the concept of prepackaged homes has already begun. At the National Bureau of Standards, rigorous tests have been run on a factory-built house to determine whether such industrialized housing can be successfully built, shipped and erected on sites miles away and still maintain performance standards.

Searing costs for on-site construction of housing and the dramatic need for additional housing units in the 1970's have combined to prod industry and government toward the concept of industrialized housing. NBS scientists are subjecting the prototype module to exacting tests.

Among the most interested observers of the experiment are building code officials, the nation's housing industry officials, and the Department of Housing and Urban Development.

The Department of Housing and Urban Development, HDU, has asked its field offices and laboratories to serve as testing centers for the little modules that are being made and shipped from the National Bureau of Standards.

NBS officials, in showing reporters the module under various tests, said it was the first occasion on which such housing has been directly designed to meet performance criteria and tested to see if they are met.

The Building Research Division at the NBS Gathersburg Laboratory in conducting the tests on a prefabricated 83-foot, 35,000-pound module of a three-bedroom home built by Levitt Technology Corp. The module was designed by B.A. Berkus Associates and shipped from Kalamazoo, Mich.

The shipping exercise itself was part of the experiment, the module having traveled more than 500 miles along major lines of the Pennsylvania Central and the C&O-Railroad en route to the NBS complex.

Careful checks were made by NBS experts at every step from the moment the module was placed by overhead cranes on a trailer truck and moved 100 yards to a railroad siding at the very beginning of the journey to determine whether any structural deformation or other damage had occurred in handling the module.

The participating railroads known to the prospect of future business if the concept catches on. Worked closely to help insure the experiment's success.

NBS director Lewis M. Brainard said, "The current NBS units are required under Operation Breakthrough's design and development contracts with more than 30 firms. Builders are offering manufactured housing systems featuring new production approaches to help ease critical housing shortages throughout the country."

Operation Breakthrough system designed units that successfully pass HUD-NBS testing requirements will offer local communities an opportunity to provide housing quickly and economically. Intensive NBS work to perfect performance testing procedures is considered a key part of this effort.

The bureau, long experienced in building research, has been cooperating with HUD during the last two years in the creation of guide criteria for design and evaluation of Breakthrough housing and an inter-departmental agreement between Commerce and HUD authorities use of the NBS technological resources to help realize the broad objectives of HUD's housing program.

Prototype housing comprising some 1,000 units is now being constructed by 22 housing system producers to the criteria representative of every sector of the country. The nine sites are located in Indianapolis, Jersey City, Kalamazoo, Maros, Alexandria, Sacramento, St. Louis, Seattle and King County, Wash.

The first occupants of these units are expected to move in by early fall.

Electronic music director in experimental presentation

By Clarissa Ritter

Assistant Student Writer

Will Gay Burley, professor and director of SUU's Electronic Music Laboratory, presented a concert of electronic and experimental music on Saturday night before an audience of about 150 people.

Burley began the concert by saying, "We hope you have some wine and something to eat. We are unsure what will happen - that's part of the experiment." The recent concert was conducted with a variety of electronic instruments such as tape recorders and projectors.

A number of different techniques were utilized to bring about the desired effects of the arrangements.

In "Flute Thing for Flute and Tape Recorders," Larry Nelson, the technique was tapping the live presentation of the flute and playing the tape back while the live performers continued uninterupted.

In five of the eight numbers, presented, visual accompaniment was given to the sounds by projecting a variety of paintings on a screen that served as the back of the stage.

Color Suite for Performers, Dance and Tape," by Alan Oldfather, features a background of changing paintings projected on a screen.

The Southern Repertory Dance Company dancing on the forecourt in an electronic arrangement on tape.

The concert also featured arrangements by Kevin Wood, Ann Tarvin, Gary Blackwell, Ronald Cole and Peter Schmitz- and Bosse.

OZARK HAS CHANGED ITS PLAN

Their Youth Fare is better than ever

Ozark Airlines new Youth Card costs 50% and is a good deal until your 22nd birthday. It's a good deal on all Ozarks. Call your travel agent for details.

riverview gardens

OZARK'S AIR LINES

Up there with the biggest

Battling Cages Driving Range
Game Machines Paddle Boats
9 Hole Par 3 Golf - Fee Fishing
Miniature Golf - NOW OPEN
NEW ROUTE 13 • MURPHYBOSHO • PH 684-2286

HEY! You THERE....

Have you tuned out on religious programs? Are you too much of a "Catholic?" You are tuned out to the experience of Holy Ghost. Many have been delivered from drug and other binding habits. Come to REACH JESUS CRUSADE
313 W. Chester, April 21, 22, 24, 25
at 7:30 pm.
POLLUTION UNIT AIDED TO STUDY MERCURY WOES

Chastisètié Richard B. Laver's office has released funds for an inventory study of mercury in the compounds of the SIU Carbonate campus.

Funds were made available to the Committee on Pollution Control, headed by Albert Conner, associate professor of chemistry, towards the study and inventory of mercury to determine whether or not SIU is a releaser of mercury as a pollutant in its sewage.

Costs to SIU will be from $10,000 to $21,000 to conduct the study and inventory. Conner said. He indicated other universities and agencies will also be conducting similar studies.

The study is required by the Illinois Pollution Control Board, which adopted regulations March 25 requiring all individuals of groups that must use more than 15 pounds of mercury during the year to complete an inventory.

Conner said SIU has in excess of one ton of mercury or its compounds but said it is not known how much of the mercury is actually used during the year. Most of the mercury, he said, is sitting in a shelf in labs or in areas of the campus.

Inventory forms have been sent to every department of the college and the forms must be returned by May 3, regardless of whether the department has mercury or not.

The results of the inventory must be reported to the state pollution control board by June 1. SIU is also required by the state board to monitor sewage effluent from the University. The permissible level of mercury in the sewage is 0.1 parts per billion, he said.

The study, which the SIU Commit tee on Pollution Control will conduct, will determine the mercury effluent.

Conner said he did not know when the results of the mercury study would be completed.

Key highways threatened

CAMBODIA FACES GOVERNMENT CRISIS

Premier Lon Nol and his cabinet denounced southeasterly reports in this letter to the Ministry of National Salvation, suffered a stroke this weekend leaving him partially paralyzed. He returned to the capital of Phnom Penh last month from Honolulu, where he had undergone treatment at a U.S. hospital.

Lon Nol has headed the Cambodian government since March 17.

Opponents of Lon Nol—whom the Vietnamese are trying to install in the country—say the government is being pressured into a full-scale offensive against the Vietnamese in the south. They say that Lon Nol's government is losing control of the country.

No progress made at task force on annexation

No progress was made toward a government of Cambodia and SIU officials at the second meeting of the task force on annexation, held Monday, according to City Attorney Ron Briggs.

Briggs, a member of the four-man task force, said Tuesday that each side exchanged views on annexation proposals, but did not come to any agreement.

Richard Mager, campus legal counsel and task force coordinator, said Tuesday that he and Richard Foreman, SIU Board of Trustees legal counsel, heard the city's response to SIU's alternate proposal for an annexation of part but not all of SIU.

The city said that it was impossible to cover the entire 200 acres and that the city's response to SIU's alternate proposal was a mutually acceptable proposal for annexation of part of SIU by the city, but there still were no reports of significant contact with the enemy.

In another development, United Press International said the remains of a woman found lost weekend southwest of Phnom Penh are presumed to be that of Kate Webb, 28, the news agency's correspondent in Cambodia. She disappeared nearly two weeks ago in an ambush on Highway 4 near 7o-Bons, but an Australian citizen, in the north foreign, corresponded known to have been killed in Cambodia since the war spread from Vietnam across the border.

Language exams slated May 1

Foreign language proficiencies examinations will be given at 10 a.m. May 1 at Wheeler Hall. Students wishing to take the exams must register with the Department of Foreign Languages, Wheeler Hall, Room 212 by noon Friday.

SAIGON (AP) — Cambodia resigned with a government crisis Tuesday while its forces battled to hold on to the southern port of Kon Pung in the sea and U.S. ruled Bombers hopped enemy forces from another bastion in the north.

The focus of the Indochina war, switched to Cambodia while action on South Vietnam and Laos has fallen to a momentary halt.

Cambodia's political crisis developed with the resignation of Premier Lon Nol and his cabinet.

Premier Lon Nol and his cabinet, Gen. Lon Nol, claimed they acted in health of the country. They cited "serious" and "intolerable" conditions during the war.

On the battlefront, the results of fighting for the control of on Highway 4, Phnom Penh's side lost to a deep water port, still were not known, more than a day after enemy forces launched an attack against a weary Cambodian garrison at Phnom Penh Pass.

Latest reports indicated that the Cambodians still held the pass. 60 miles southwest of Phnom Penh, and the heights above it that control the vital highway to the port of Kampong Som.

U.S. B-52 Bombers, flying more than 50 missions throughout Indochina in the past two days, attacked enemy positions north of Highway 7 that runs across part of Cambodia north of Phnom Penh from the South Vietnamese border.

There were scattered reports of ground action Tuesday in South Vietnam and Laos.

The U.S. and South Vietnamese operation in the A Shao Valley bordering Laos moved into its second week, but there still were no reports of significant contact with the enemy.

Walter Matthews, a native of Bethuel, Mo., received a bachelor's degree from Duke University, where he was an Angier B. Duke scholarship student. He came to SIU in 1966 to begin doctoral degree work under Professor Cal Meyers—supervising the master's. He expects to complete the degree this summer.

Matthews and Meyers have several patent applications on com pounds developed in their studies of carbon isotope reactions.

At Northwestern he will work with Chemist Fred Reberbach, who invited him to join his research group after visiting Meyers research team at SIU.
Ramirez adjusts to Yankee-style tennis

By Enzo Schwab
Daily News Staff Writer

SIU tennis fans can thank the U.S. State Department for Jorge Ramirez. Why? The State Department? Well, Ramirez was invited to the U.S. by the State Department to play tennis for 36 foreign countries to send their best junior tennis players to the Orange Bowl Tennis Classic in Miami. In 1968, Ramirez was given the top choice by his native Mexico. It was at that tournament that SIU's coach Jim LeFever first saw Ramirez and "it hadn't been for that, I don't think we could have ever talked to him," LeFever said.

The next is that LeFever did find him and the kid who was playing at No. 8 singles last season is actually playing at No. 1 this year. With the class season beginning to break in the middle of the season, we were looking for talented players who were going to get the national championships in April. Among his three most recent players, LeFever said, "we've been in the United States, we have three kinds of players. Ramirez said, "...if you're ever going to win a tennis tournament, you're going to lose in the first round, but this year I figure I'm one of those people who lost out in the first round."

The NCAA's are one thing, there is something else that Ramirez will do before leaving for the tennis tournament. "I've never won in Indian Wells," Ramirez said, "so I'll be trying to win in the tennis tournament."

For all getting used to look its tall on Ramirez last year in the form of.

Frazier to face Foster as aid

TAMPA, Fla. (AP) - Heavyweight champ George Foreman will again be across the ring from lightweight boxing Bob Foster Saturday night. But this time he won't be wearing gloves.

Frazier knocked out Foster in two rounds in their heavyweight title fight at the Capital Center in Washington two weeks ago. Smokin' Joe, a native of New York, was leading 11-4 and seemed to be winning.

This time, Foster will be defending his lightweight crown and Frazier will be a second in the ring. Manager Anderson Frazier and Anderson Frazier and Anderson Frazier staircase into the capital seat once again.

Frazier, 26-year-old heavy weight champion of the United States, will be headlining the card this Saturday night at the Tampa Convention Center.

The scheduled 15-rounders will be followed by a buffet of home entertainment, the first of which will be played in the Tampa-St. Petersburg area.

Chinese table tennis group accepts offer to visit U.S.

DETROIT (AP) -- A delegation of table tennis players from Communist China has accepted an invitation from the United States Tennis Association to visit the United States, the U.S. Table Tennis Association announced Tuesday. The invitation was extended to a U.S. team on its recent visit to China, told a news conference in Detroit that he received word of the Chinese acceptation through Song Ching, acting president of the Table Tennis Association of the Peoples Republic of China.

"It is expected that a group of table tennis officials, coaches and players will come to this country in the near future to enjoy a series of friendly matches," Sohacek said.
Mike Klein

Second Thoughts

sports writer

Let's start clawing

What kind of freshman basketball team will Southern have next year? Forward recruiting (Chuck) wishes he knew.

Recruiting letters of intent will be released May 5. When signed, it virtually commits a boy to an institution. Failure for keeping a signed letter is severe. An athlete loses two years eligibility.

Until May 5, there are no yearlings Salukis, only prospects. And not as many as Weking would like, at that.

Weking knows one reason for the problem. The Saluki cage staff has a policy not to bother high school players during the season.

Unfortunately for Southern, most other schools don't operate on the same basis. They're in there, clawing away at each other, long before some kids play the first game of their senior year.

A prime example is Larry McCoy 6-4 forward from Bloom High School near Chicago. He's "one of the top prospects in the state," said Weking.

McCoy may never be more than a prospect. Weking has a whole cabinet full of player files, some who won't make it here for one reason or another.

McCoy has been visiting colleges since March 20. He won't visit Southern until May 22. Figure it out for yourself.

The national letter of intent comes on the first week from today. McCoy, if he's as good as Weking indicated, should be snapped up by May 22.

Weking can do something about that problem by clawing around with all the other schools before the prep seasons are over.

Who's Ball State?

But it's the intangibles that have Weking worried. Little things like a kid not coming to SIU because he doesn't want to play in the Midwestern Conference.

Would you come to SIU right now for the opportunity to play Ball State? Weking would love to ask.

Many athletes recruited by the Ball State five schools are probably asking: Who's the Midwestern Conference?

Expansion will give the league prestige. It will never become a major conference with only five campuses.

Ball State? Look out. The Cardinal front court and Western Michigan and Indiana, according to Weking.

Here's another intangible.

The 1976 spring rains, which left Cardinal as pretty as any other riot-strewn town, might be working against the Saluki cage program.

"I don't know yet if the spring rains have lasted too long or hurting us. I just don't know," Weking said. "But as yet, no kid has said he won't come here because of that."

The kids have called and said they wouldn't visit but declined to give a reason. Others didn't call. Their fathers made the decision.

Last year's dad

"I'd like to have a kid tell me why he isn't coming but if he tells me, Well, I want to go here or there," then I have to believe him," Weking said.

"If he tells us why, then we can do something about it."

This must be a good recruiting year for the Salukis. It's not secret last year was a real dog.

"That wasn't our fault," said Weking. "We're thankful to Hartman for that." Hartman was Paul Law's first assistant. He accepted a similar position at Kansas State this summer.

James is the only freshman who has a shot at playing varsity. He became the first in three years to win the starting point guard's average of a team that won three of 13 games. The problem magnifies because Greg Starrick, Stan Powles, Marvin Brooks, John "Mouse" Garrett, Billy Perkins, Steve Wilson and Mike Heslick will graduate after next season.

Starrick has indicated he will probably not sign a contract with either the NBA Portland Trailblazers or ABA Miami Floridians.

"This is one of the tools we're using in recruiting," Weking said. "We're telling them they'll have to carry the brunt of all the公开招聘s."

"It may be the only selling point that works for Weking if last spring's riots are influencing potential recruits."

But as Weking said, "Coach Lambert and I came here and we know about it. So did plenty of new students and faculty."

"Maybe they didn't know enough. We'll find out May 5.

Sox win, 7-1

MILWAUKEE (AP) - Pitcher Bart Johnson drove in three runs as the Chicago White Sox pummeled the Milwaukee Brewers 7-1 Tuesday.

Johnson lasted in three runs with a second-inning double and a run-producing grounder in the eighth while keeping runs well scattered.

The White Sox attack was helped by four Milwaukee errors that led to five unearned runs.

Danny Walton blasted his second home run of the season into the left field bleachers for the Brewers only score.

Chicago jumped on starter Skip Lockwood for three runs in the second.

Cubs win, 3-1

CHICAGO (AP) - Ron Santo's two-run homer and Joe Pepitone's run-producing triple backed Ferguson Jenkins' six-hit pitching, leading the Chicago Cubs to a 3-1 victory over the Houston Astros Tuesday.

Before Santo's blast off starter Tommy Griffin in the fourth, the Astros asked Jenkins for a second inning run on consecutive doubles by Jesus Alou and Cesar Cedeno.

Jenkins, a 20-game winner the past four seasons, got his second victory in four decisions by striking out six and checking Houston on three hits after he allowed a third-inning blast in the third.

Jenkins struck out Doug Rader three straight times and walked none.

L.C. to play in Speed benefit

Sweep field events

Trackmen defeat Racers, 89-56

By Ken Stewart

Daily Egyptian Sports Writer

The SIU track team remained undefeated in dual competition as it came out on top of Murray State, 89-56, in McAndrew Stadium Tuesday night.

Two stadium records fell and eight meet marks were tied or broken as the Salukis took 13 of 17 events.

Murray State's mile relay team, which has run the best outdoor time this year in the Dogwood Relays last Saturday, broke the stadium mark in 3:16.8. Tommy Turner, who placed third in the indoor NCAA's, outran SIU's Terry Erickson, Illinois state high school champion, in the 440-yard dash in 46.7.

Davie Hill and Oleed Gardner—both Salukis—were the only double winners of the evening.

Davie希尔和Oleed Gardner—两个Salukis—是唯一双倍的获胜者。